
Maritime internet for commercial vessels.

BRINGING A SEA OF 
CHANGE TO MARITIME

 CONNECTIVITY.



Best-in-class internet for commercial boats.

A better connection 
starts in the sky.

Regular connections typically stop working 
a few miles from shore, which can have a 
huge impact on ship operations and 
those on board. But with Viasat satellite 
connectivity, hard-to-reach maritime areas 
can now access data speeds that typically 

experience similar to what you have at the 

And it’s only going to get better. With the 
upcoming launch of the ViaSat-3 global 
constellation, high-speed broadband 
will be available to vessels anywhere on 
earth the seas can take you.

bandwidth and no speed limits for superior internet experiences that keep your vessel connected and your operations running 

Unmatched. Unrivaled. 
Unbelievable.

*Speeds may still be limited by terminal equipment capabilities, network and environmental conditions, and other factors. 
Speeds are “up to,” are not guaranteed and will vary. Typical speeds range between 25 Mbps and 50 Mbps.

Current Ka Coverage

Upcoming Ka Coverage with ViaSat-3



Unprecedented internet experiences at sea.
With speeds greater than 25 Mbps, and peaks that can exceed 50 Mbps, your vessel gets superior internet for smoother 
operations and higher crew morale. Easily access high-performing connectivity with no capacity limits, so everyone can 
connect, even at the same time.

Landing high-speed internet.
Connecting to Viasat’s high-capacity satellite network doesn’t need to be complicated. With easy-to-install 
equipment that delivers more performance, reliability, and personalization, accessing the internet 
on board has never been easier.

Email and messaging

Video calls

Video streaming

Internet surfing and downloading

Ship operation needs



Ready to connect to game-changing maritime internet?
With Viasat’s choice of plans, you can manage costs while accessing only the features you want and need. 

Contact Viasat today to learn more about installation and service plans.
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Stay connected to stay productive. 
Viasat’s high-speed maritime internet keeps you connected to the mainland while you’re at sea, so you 
can continue business as usual. Upload/download critical data, access onshore employees and 
information, and more. While you run your operations, your crew can stay connected with the people that 
matter most and access video streaming, increasing welfare and crew retention. So not only can your crew 
thrive, but so can your business.


